
To Partner With Elevated Resources

Top 10 Reasons
We cater to mid-market companies  
Elevated Resources is fully focused on providing world-class contingent labor managed 
services and technologies to mid-market companies. We understand the challenges and 
opportunities of these organizations and have developed forward-looking solutions that 
are bringing big-company value to mid-sized organizations.
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Leading-edge analytics  
ELEVATE Analytics gives customers an enhanced level of analysis, reporting and metrics 
on how their contingent talent acquisition processes are supporting business talent 
needs, monitors labor spend, and provides detailed comparisons of talent resources 
across the supplier base.  Additionally, our technology partnership with GoodData
enables next-level intelligence and reporting.
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Secure in the cloud
Your organization’s data is safeguarded 24/7 through Elevated Resources’ partnership 
with Microsoft® Azure for global technology hosting and data privacy.  No matter the size 
of your organization, we can scale to meet your needs while protecting your valuable 
data assets. 
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Easy to implement, even easier to use
The ELEVATE platform is easily configurable and highly supportive of your organization’s 
unique business needs and is built for the collaborative nature of talent acquisition and 
management. Our SaaS-based, multi-tenet solution allows you to rapidly tailor the 
application to fit your specific workflow and reporting requirements. We’ve streamlined 
the end-to-end, req-to-check processes to make sourcing quality candidates a breeze. 
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Different workstreams for different business units
Our Network/Client architecture supports organizations comprised of multiple 
businesses with disparate business processes allowing each business unit to implement 
its workflow to support its own requirements.
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Streamlined approach for Light industrial environments
Our ELEVATE LI+ version of the platform targets the unique needs of our light industrial 
customers. We enable a streamlined, direct-to-supplier sourcing workflow with mass-
action capabilities throughout, advanced rate card administration features, and 
innovative time-capture solutions.
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Special features for professional/tech
Our ELEVATE Professional version of the platform features advanced supplier 
collaboration capabilities, blind bid functionality, a mobile-direct application for talent 
engagement, advanced analytics powered by GoodData and resource planning for total 
workforce management.
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Staffing firms love us
Staffing firms have full visibility into the fulfillment process with real-time status of their 
submittals, feedback on their candidates, status and rates of other firms’ submittals on a 
requirement, and status of their payments. Because we collaborate, and don’t compete 
with our staffing firm network, your organization benefits by accessing the widest range 
of top talent
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Ready for direct sourcing
The competitive landscape of today’s contingent workforce makes it difficult to find and 
attract the most qualified candidates during the brief time period when they may be 
available. With ELEVATE Exchange, companies can plug into a talent pool of highly 
qualified, pre-vetted resources to accelerate the sourcing and engagement of these 
talented workers for their short-term project needs. 
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Mobile apps
Elevated Resources surpasses industry boundaries with its mobile-first talent pool 
membership and engagement platform, ELEVATE Mobile Direct. The mobile app is loaded 
with a rich feature set developed to enhance connections between employers and their 
contingent pools of talent.
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www.elevatedresources.com
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